
We all started somewhere here…

Turning our dreams into plans!



To establish a Children’s Library with the best collection 
of books and amenities, at a location where it is 
accessible by a large number of under-privileged kids.

MY DREAM



Every dream has three stages to it…

Incept
Believe

Realize



INCEPTION

The look of ecstasy on the face of these kids, on being 
gifted new copies, was the genesis of my dream!



Believing that my dream can accommodate another hundred 
dreams. Help from various corners poured in to keep my dream alive.

BELIEVING



Permission from the CRY Management to set up the library 



The space proposed to be allotted for the Library, at CRY(Child Rights & You) 
Project area.



The various online book sellers who showed interest in doing their bit…



Realizing

I want to wake up one morning and find these kids seated in my dream library 
with a gaze of wonderment; a book held in their mighty hands and their minds 
captivated by the unknown beauty of their surroundings.



WHY IS THIS MY DREAM?

It is important to me because:

The initiative will encourage more than 300 under-privileged kids to read books;

The kids will be get exposure to an exquisite environment; which they have only 
dreamt of till now;

I believe that if I’m able to provide them with a captivating library set-up, it will 
considerably deter absenteeism and dropping-out from schools.

They will be enthused to “Dream a Little bigger, A little louder” through this 
dream of mine.



My dream is to provide an incentive to these children which will be the 
foundation of something bigger in their lives.



BUDGET

Book collection &  Library kits = Rs. 50,000/-

Furniture = Rs. 18,000/-

Painting & carpeting = Rs. 8,000/-

Sitting arrangements = Rs. 5,000/-

Miscellaneous = Rs. 15,000/-

Total cost = Rs. 96,000/- (approx.)



A dream shrouded by clouds;
A vision that I was allowed;
An initiative that could make us all 
anything but proud;
Finally I spelt out my dreams aloud;
To live it out with Godrej LOUD!




